NEW RIGHT HOOK: MIKE
FLYNN LIED WHEN HE
ADMITTED TO A JUDGE
HE LIED TO THE FBI
Apparently, the latest Grassley-Graham effort to
spin a very understandable reaction to the
discovery that the incoming National Security
Advisor might be compromised by Russia — to have
a meeting about whether that requires a change
in the government’s investigative approach and
then memorialize the meeting — as a Christopher
Steele plots is not an isolated event. To
accompany the Grassley-Graham effort to obscure,
the right wing is now seeing a conspiracy, best
captured in this Byron York piece with followups elsewhere, in Mike Flynn’s guilty plea.
At issue is leaked March 2017 testimony from Jim
Comey (in a piece complaining about the leak of
Flynn’s FISA intercepts) that the FBI agents who
interviewed Flynn on January 24, 2017 believed
any inaccuracies in Flynn’s interview with the
FBI were unintentional.
In March 2017, then-FBI Director James
Comey briefed a number of Capitol Hill
lawmakers on the Trump-Russia
investigation.
[snip]
According to two sources familiar with
the meetings, Comey told lawmakers that
the FBI agents who interviewed Flynn did
not believe that Flynn had lied to them,
or that any inaccuracies in his answers
were intentional. As a result, some of
those in attendance came away with the
impression that Flynn would not be
charged with a crime pertaining to the
Jan. 24 interview.

From that, York spins out a slew of laughable

claims: Mike Flynn would have no reason to
address the FBI amid swirling coverage of lies
about Russian ties! The Deputy Attorney General
“sends” FBI agents to conduct interviews! DOJ
“effectively gave” Jim Comey authority to decide
Hillary’s fate but then fired him for usurping
that authority! They lead up to York’s theory
that DOJ may have overridden the FBI agents in
forcing Flynn to sign a plea admitting he made
false statements.
It could be that the FBI agents who did
the questioning were overruled by
Justice Department officials who came up
with theories like Flynn’s alleged
violation of the Logan Act or his
alleged vulnerability to blackmail.
[snip]
To some Republicans, it appears the
Justice Department used a never-enforced
law and a convoluted theory as a pretext
to question Flynn — and then, when FBI
questioners came away believing Flynn
had not lied to them, forged ahead with
a false-statements prosecution anyway.
The Flynn matter is at the very heart of
the Trump-Russia affair, and there is
still a lot to learn about it.

Along the way, York feigns apparent ignorance of
everything he knows about how criminal
investigations work.
For example, York pretends to be unaware of all
the pieces of evidence that have surfaced since
that time that have changed the context of
Flynn’s January 24 interview. There’s the weird
dinner Trump invited Comey to on January 27, a
day after Sally Yates first raised concerns
about the interview with White House Counsel Don
McGahn, where Trump told Comey “I need loyalty,
I expect loyalty.” There’s the more troubling
meeting on February 14, where (after asserting
that Flynn had indeed lied to Mike Pence) Trump
asked Comey to drop the Flynn investigation.

He repeated that Flynn hadn’t done
anything wrong on his calls with the
Russians, but had misled the Vice
President. He then said, “I hope you can
see your way clear to letting this go,
to letting Flynn go. He is a good guy. I
hope you can let this go.”

There’s the March 30 phone call in which the
President complained about the “cloud” of the
Russian investigation. There’s the April 11
phone call where the President complained about
that “cloud” again, and asked for public
exoneration. There’s the newly reported Don
McGahn call following that conversation, to Dana
Boente asking for public exoneration. There’s
Comey’s May 9 firing, just in time for Trump to
tell Russians on May 10 that firing that “nut
job” relieved pressure on him. There’s the
letter Trump drafted with Stephen Miller’s help
that made it clear Comey was being fired because
of the Russian investigation.
Already by the time of Comey’s firing, the White
House claim that Mike Flynn got fired because he
lied about his conversations to Sergey Kislyak
to Mike Pence, was falling apart.
Then, in August, the Mueller team obtained the
transition emails that transition lawyers had
withheld from congressional requests (and
therefore from Mueller), including those of
Flynn himself, Jared Kushner, and KT McFarland.
The transition would go on to squawk that these
emails, which didn’t include Trump and dated to
before Trump became President, were subject to
executive privilege, alerting Mueller that the
emails would have been withheld because the
emails (some sent from Mar-A-Lago) reflected the
involvement of Trump. Not to mention that the
emails tied conversations about Russia to the
“thrown election.”
Then there’s Jared Kushner’s interview with
Mueller’s team in the weeks before Mike Flynn
decided to plead guilty. At it, prosecutors
asked Jared if he had any information that might

exculpate Flynn.
One source said the nature of this
conversation was principally to make
sure Kushner doesn’t have information
that exonerates Flynn.

There were reports that Flynn felt like he had
been sold out just before he flipped, and I
would bet this is part of the reason why. In
addition to instructions regarding the sanction
calls with Kislyak, which were directed by KT
McFarland, Flynn’s statement of offense
describes someone we know to be Kushner
directing Flynn to call countries, including
Russia, to try to persuade them to avoid a vote
on Israeli West Bank settlements.
On or about December 22, 2016, a very
senior member of the Presidential
Transition Team directed FLYNN to
contact officials from foreign
governments, including Russia, to learn
where each government stood on the
resolution and to influence those
governments to delay the vote or defeat
the resolution.

Granted, Mueller’s team didn’t make the point of
the lies as obvious as they did with the George
Papadopoulos plea, where they made clear
Papadopoulos lied to hide that he learned of the
“dirt” on Hillary in the form of emails after he
started on the campaign and whether he told the
campaign about those emails (not to mention that
he had contacts with Ivan Timofeev).
Mueller’s not telling us why Flynn’s lies came
to have more significance as Mueller collected
more and more evidence.
But what they make clear is that the
significance of Flynn’s lies was not, as it
first appeared, that he was trying to hide the
subject of the calls from Mike Pence. I mean,
maybe he did lie to Pence about those calls. But
discussions about how to work with the Russians

were not secret; they included at least Kushner,
McFarland, Tom Bossert, Reince Priebus, Steve
Bannon, and Sean Spicer. Some of those
conversations happened with McFarland emailing
while at Mar-A-Lago with the President-Elect.
So given the weight of the evidence collected
since, Flynn’s lies now appear neither an effort
to avoid incriminating himself on Logan Act
charges, nor an effort to cover up a lie he told
others in the White House, but the opposite. His
lies appear to have hidden how broadly held the
Russian discussions were within the transition
team, not to mention that he was ordered to make
the requests he did, possibly by people relaying
orders from Trump, rather than doing them on his
own.
That, by itself, doesn’t make the Flynn
conversations (as distinct from the lies)
illegal. But it means Trump went to great
lengths to try to prevent Flynn from suffering
any consequences for lying to hide the degree to
which negotiations with Russia during the
transition period were the official policy of
the Trump team. And when Trump (or rather, his
son-in-law) stopped protecting Flynn on that
point, Flynn decided to admit to a judge that he
had been knowingly lying.
It doesn’t take a conspiracy to realize that the
FBI Agents who interviewed Flynn in January had
none of the evidence since made available
largely because Trump tried so hard to protect
Flynn that he fired his FBI Director over it. It
takes looking at the evidence, which makes it
clear why those false statements looked very
different as it became clear Flynn, after acting
on Trump transition team instructions, got sold
out as other senior Trump officials started
trying to protect themselves.

